英語

A Disaster Prevention Event for Foreign Residents
～Let’s deepen our understanding of natural disasters in Inuyama!～
What would you do if today you had a disaster such as earthquake, flood or black
out? To protect your precious family and yourself, let’s learn what natural disasters
will occur in Inuyama and prepare for them.

Time and Date

Sunday, February 9th ,2020

Place

Inuyama fire- defense headquarter 3F

1:30p.m.~4:00p.m.

*without elevator
(Address：1 Aza- shimomaeda Oaza- goromaru
Fee

Free

Who can attend

Aged 16 and over

Interpreter

Inuyama-shi）

Available

(English, Chinese, Portuguese, Spanish, Tagalog and Vietnamese）

Parking

Available

※Parking spaces are few. If possible, come with someone you know.

What to wear

Come in comfortable shoes and cloths(pants).
Dress warm enough.
Pumps are not allowed.

Application will end

Wednesday, January 20th ,2020

How to apply

Send an Email or call or come to the counter of Tourism and Exchange Division
at the 3rd floor of Inuyama city hall.
With the

① Name of participants
② Contact information (Best number we can reach you on February 9th)
③ Spoken language (What language interpreter you need)

※ Closing dates are as follows.
Saturday, December 28th ,2019 ~ Sunday, January 5th, 2020

Tel：0568-44-0343、Email：040500＠city.inuyama.lg.jp

Organized by Inuyama city

Schedule
1:10 p.m.

Reception desk opens

1:30 p.m.

①Lecture “Natural disasters in Inuyama”
What natural disasters will occur in Inuyama?
Let’s learn characteristics of them with video.
②Preparation for a natural disaster
You have a good chance to know emergency kit, examples of food
and daily necessities in person.
It’s useful not only for living in a shelter but also a period of time
when the supply of water, gas and electricity is not working.
③Experience of first-aid treatment
When someone get injured.
When someone choke on something.
When the heart stops. (training for heart massage)
④How to carry an injured person
You can learn how to transport a person who can’t move.
(Carrying method without using any device)
⑤Experience earthquake shaking
You can get on “Earthquake simulation vehicle” to experience
a simulated earthquake with an intensity of 7: same scale
as the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011.

4:00 p.m.

End

Organized by Inuyama city

